T21 PRODUCT FEATURES

Authorize, secure, and monitor all of your keys with this sophisticated and innovative key management system. Ideal for small-to-medium sized businesses, this intelligent solution ensures that critical operations are never jeopardized.

- **Stand-alone Plug & Play solution**
  that does not require a network connection or PC and is simple to configure with the setup wizard.

- **Simple, clear touchscreen interface**
  allows users to quickly access designated keys. It also provides facility managers with screen-based audit trails and the ability to quickly add or remove access rights.

- **Keys are attached to iFobs with security seals**
  to ensure that keys remained locked in place until released by an authorized user.

- **RFID technology, PIN access, and multilingual capability**
  make the T21 an intelligent and sophisticated key management system.

- **Holds 250,000 audit events and 1,000 users**
  making it ideal for small-to-medium sized businesses that are seeking an affordable and reliable electronic key management unit.

- **Robust steel housing and audible alarms**
  make it extremely difficult to tamper with the T21 or open it without authorization.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KEY ISSUE & KEY MANAGEMENT

- **Innovative Key Management**
  Uses RFID technology to provide businesses with the advanced management of 21 keys or keysets.

- **Audit Accountability**
  Screen-based audit trail and reporting capability or export via USB port.

- **Efficient & Cost Effective**
  The affordable unit contains tools to help manage security more efficiently, including flexible programming and scheduled access.

- **Easy Installation**
  Offers stand-alone operation and simple setup to be able to plug and play right out of the box, no internet connection required.
IS THE T21 RIGHT FOR YOUR PROPERTY?

- Do you worry about employees sharing keys?
- Can you track and audit all maintenance keys?
- Are keys lost due to employee turnover?
- Do you know who has access to tenant spaces?
- Are you concerned with keys going offsite?
- Can you control who has access to inventory?

RETAIL & COMMERCIAL PROPERTY APPLICATIONS

Business owners and property managers can easily grant or deny access rights to their employees. Proper key control policies decrease theft, improve accountability, and eliminate the cost of rekeying locks.

Retail
- Fitting Rooms
- Inventory and Back Stock
- Cash Registers/ POS Systems
- Showcases and Display Cabinets

Apartments and Condos
- Tenant Space
- Visitor Access
- Rent Collection Box
- Administrative Offices

Hotel
- Valet Keys
- Guest Rooms
- Security Personnel
- Food and Alcohol Storage

General
- Utility Closets
- Shipping & Receiving
- Storage and Supplies
- Entrance and Exit Doors

Management
- File Cabinets
- Contractors
- Realtor Lock Box
- Surveillance Equipment

"The cabinet is so easy for all our staff to use. We can find whichever keys we need quickly and at any time."

Marjo Huhta - Front Office Manager
Hotel Kämp Helsinki